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C H A P T E R

13 Gravitational Mirages22

Edmund Bertschinger & Edwin F. Taylor *

Einstein was discussing some problems with me in his study23

when he suddenly interrupted his explanation and handed me24

a cable from the windowsill with the words, “This may interest25

you.” It was the news from Eddington [actually from Lorentz]26

confirming the deviation of light rays near the sun that had27

been observed during the eclipse. I exclaimed enthusiastically,28

“How wonderful, this is almost what you calculated.” He was29

quite unperturbed. “I knew that the theory was correct. Did30

you doubt it?” When I said, “Of course not, but what would31

you have said if there had not been such a confirmation?” he32

retorted, “Then I would have to be sorry for dear God. The33

theory is correct.” [“Da könnt’ mir halt der liebe Gott leid34

tun. Die Theorie stimmt doch.”]35

—Ilse Rosenthal-Schneider36

13.1 GRAVITY TURNS STARS AND GALAXIES INTO LENSES37

Euclid overthrown38

Arthur Eddington’s verification of Albert Einstein’s predicted deflection of39

starlight by the Sun during the solar eclipse of 1919 made Einstein an instant40

celebrity, because this apparently straightforward observation replaced1919: Einstein’s
prediction of light
deflection verified.

41

Newton’s two-centuries-old mechanics and Euclid’s twenty-two-centuries-old42

geometry with Einstein’s revolutionary new general relativity theory.43

Einstein’s predicted deflection of light by a star has a long history, traced44

out in the following timeline. His prediction also implied that a gravitating45

structure can act as a lens, bending rays around its edge to concentrate the46

light and even to form one or more distorted images. We call the result47

gravitational lensing. Gravitational lensing has grown to become a majorLong history of
deflection predictions

48

tool of modern astronomy.49

*Draft of Second Edition of Exploring Black Holes: Introduction to General Relativity
Copyright c© 2017 Edmund Bertschinger, Edwin F. Taylor, & John Archibald Wheeler. All
rights reserved. This draft may be duplicated for personal and class use.
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Timeline: Deflection of Starlight50

History of predicting, discovering, and employing the deflection of starlight forTimeline of
starlight deflection

51

cosmological research:52

1801 Johann George von Soldner makes a Newtonian calculation of the53

deflection of starlight by the Sun (Section 13.2). He predicts a54

deflection half as great as Einstein later derives and observation55

verifies. Soldner’s predicted result, 0.84 arcsecond, was not followed up56

by astronomers. (One arcsecond is 1/3600th of one degree.)57

1911 Einstein recalculates Soldner’s result (obtaining 0.83 arcsecond)58

without knowing about Soldner’s earlier work.59

1914 Einstein moves to Berlin and asks astronomer Erwin Freundlich if the60

tiny predicted result can be measured. At dinner, Einstein covers Mrs.61

Freundlich’s prize table cloth with equations. She later laments, “Had I62

kept it unwashed as my husband told me, it would be worth a fortune.”63

Freundlich points out that the measurement Einstein seeks can be64

made during a total solar eclipse predicted for the Crimea in Russia on65

August 21, 1914. Freundlich organizes an expedition to that location.66

World War I breaks out between Germany and Russia on August 1;67

Freundlich and his team are arrested as spies, so cannot make the68

observation. (They are quickly exchanged for Russian prisoners; the sky69

is cloudy anyway.)70

1915 In November Einstein applies the space curvature required by his71

theory (Section 13.5) to recalculate light deflection by the Sun, finds 1.772

arcsecond, double the previous value. A week later Einstein completes73

the logical structure of his theory of general relativity. (In January 191674

astronomer Karl Schwarzschild, serving as a German artillery officer on75

the Russian front, finds a solution to Einstein’s equations—the76

Schwarzschild metric—for a spherically symmetric center of attraction.)77

1919 Arthur Eddington leads a post-war group to the island of Principe, off78

the coast of West Africa, to measure starlight deflection during a total79

eclipse. He reports a result that verifies Einstein’s prediction. “Lights80

All Askew in the Heavens” headlines the New York Times (Figure 1).81

Later observations, using both light and radio waves, validate Einstein’s82

prediction to high accuracy.83

1936 R. W. Mandl, a German engineer and amateur astronomer, asks84

Einstein if the chance alignment of two stars could produce a ring of85

light from gravitational deflection. Einstein writes it up for the journal86

Science and remarks condescendingly to the editor, “Thank you for87

your cooperation with the little publication which Herr Mandl squeezed88

out of me. It is of little value, but it makes the poor guy happy.” In the89

paper Einstein says, “Of course, there is no hope of observing this90

phenomenon directly.”91

1937 Fritz Zwicky, controversial Swiss-American astronomer, says that92

Einstein is wrong, because galaxies can produce observable deflection of93
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light. He also anticipates the use of gravitational lenses to measure the94

mass of galaxies.95

1979 Forty-two years after Zwicky’s insight, the first gravitational lens is96

discovered and analyzed (Figure 14).97

NOW: Gravitational lensing becomes a major tool of astronomers and98

astrophysicists.99

In the present chapter we re-derive Soldner’s expression for deflection of100

starlight by the Sun, re-derive Einstein’s general-relativistic prediction, then101

apply results to any astronomical object, such as a galaxy, that acts as aGravitational lens 102

gravitational lens. This lens deflects rays from a distant source to form a103

distorted image for an observer on the opposite side of, and distant from, the104

lensing object. A gravitational lens can yield multiple images, arcs, or rings. It105

can also magnify distant objects. We adopt the descriptive French term for106

such a distorted image: gravitational mirage. Astronomers use gravitationalGravitational mirage 107

mirages to study fundamental components of the Universe, such as the108

presence and abundance of dark matter, and to detect planets orbiting around109

distant stars.110

Several features of applied gravitational lensing simplify our study of111

gravitational mirages:112

1. The source of light is a long way from the deflecting structure.Simplifying conditions 113

2. The observer is a long way from (and on the opposite side of) the114

deflecting structure.115

3. Light ray deflection by ordinary stars and galaxies is very small. The116

Sun’s maximum deflection of starlight is 1.75 arcsecond = 1.75/3600117

degree = 0.000486 degree. Multiple rays may connect emitter and118

observer, but we are safe in treating every deflection as very small.119

13.2 NEWTONIAN STARLIGHT DEFLECTION (SOLDNER)120

Pretend that a stone moves with the speed of light.121

In 1801 Johann von Soldner extended Newton’s particle mechanics to a122

“particle of light” in order to predict its deflection by the Sun. His basic ideaNewtonian analysis
of light deflection

123

was to treat light as a very fast Newtonian particle. Soldner’s analysis yields124

an incorrect prediction. Why do we repeat an out-of-date Newtonian analysis125

of light deflection? Because the result highlights the radical revolution that126

Einstein’s theory brought to spacetime (Section 13.5). However, we do not127

follow Soldner’s original analysis, but adapt one by Joshua Winn.128

Suppose the particle of light moves in the x direction tangentially past the129

attracting object (Figure 2). We want to know the y-component of velocity130

that this “fast Newtonian particle” picks up during its passage. Integrate131

Newton’s second law to determine the change in y-momentum. We use132
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FIGURE 1 Headline in the New York Times November 10, 1919. The phrase “12
wise men” refers to the total number of people reported to understand general relativity
at that time.

θdefl
x

rα

vx

M

bFbrtp ~~
x

y

FIGURE 2 Symbols for the Newtonian calculation of the deflection of light that
treats a photon as a very fast particle. This approximation assumes that the deflection
is very small and occurs suddenly at the turning point rtp. Not to scale.

conventional units in order to include the speed of light c explicitly in the133

analysis.134 ∫ +∞

−∞
Fydt = ∆py = mkg∆vy (Newton) (1)
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The y-component of the gravitational force on the particle is:135

Fy = F cosα =
GMkgmkg

r2
cosα (Newton, conventional units) (2)

Assume that the speed of the “particle” is the speed of light:136

v = (v2
x + v2

y)1/2 = c. We expect the deflection to be extremely small, vy � c,137

so take vx ≈ c to be constant during the deflection. From Figure 2:138

b

r
= cosα so that

1

r2
=

cos2 α

b2
and (Newton) (3)

dt =
dx

vx
≈ dx

c
and x = b tanα so dx =

b dα

cos2 α
(Newton) (4)

As the particle flies past the center of attraction, the angle α swings from139

−π/2 to (slightly more than) +π/2. Substitute from equations (2) through (4)140

into (1), cancel the “Newtonian photon mass mkg” from both sides of the141

resulting equation, and integrate the result:142

GMkg

bc

∫ +π/2

−π/2
cosαdα =

2GMkg

bc
= ∆vy (Newton, conventional units) (5)

The integral in (5) has the value 2. Because the deflection angle θdefl is very143

small, we write:144

θdefl ≈
∆vy

c
=

2

b

(
GMkg

c2

)
→ 2M

b
≈ 2M

rtp
(Newton) (6)

The next-to-last step in (6) reintroduces mass in units of meters from equation145

(10) in Section 3.2. The last step, which equates the turning point rtp with146

impact parameter b, follows from the tiny value of the deflection, as spelled147

out in equation (12).148

Apply (6) to deflection by the Sun. The smallest possible turning point rtp149

is the Sun’s radius, leading to a maximum deflection:150

θdefl,max ≈
2M

rSun
= 4.25× 10−6 radian = 2.44× 10−4 degree (Newton) (7)

Multiply this result by 3600 arcseconds/degree to find the maximum deflection151

θdefl,max ≈ 0.877 arcsecond. (Soldner predicted 0.84 arcsecond.) Section 13.4Soldner’s predicted
deflection

152

shows that the correct prediction—verified by observation—is twice as large:153

θdefl,max ≈ 4M/rSun = 1.75 arcseconds. (Einstein predicted 1.7 arcseconds.) All154

of these predicted and observed deflection angles are much, much smaller than155

even the tiny angle θdefl shown in Figure 2.156

Both Soldner’s result (6) and Einstein’s—equation (18) in Box 1—tell us157

that the deflection angle is inversely proportional to the turning point rtp.158

That is, maximum bending occurs for a ray that passes closest to the deflecting159

object (right panel, Figure 3). Contrast this with the conventional glass optical160
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Focal
point

CONVEX FOCUSING LENS GRAVITATIONAL LENS

FIGURE 3 Schematic comparison of deflection of light by glass lens and
gravitational lens. Left panel: In a conventional convex glass focusing lens, deflection
increases farther from the center in such as way that incoming parallel rays converge
to a focal point. Right panel: Deflection by a gravitational lens is greatest for rays
that pass closest to the center—equation (6). Result: no focal point, which guarantees
image distortion by a gravitational lens.

focusing lens, such as the lens in a magnifying glass, whose edge bends lightA gravitational lens
must distort the image.

161

more than its center (left panel, Figure 3). Parallel rays incident on a good162

optical lens converge to a single point, called the focal point. The existence of a163

focal point leads to an undistorted image. A gravitational lens—with164

maximum deflection for the closest ray—does not have a focal point, which165

results in image distortion. The base of a stem wineglass acts similarly to a166

gravitational lens, and shows some of the same distortions (Figure 4).167

168

QUERY 1. Quick Newtonian analysis169

Show that you obtain the same Newtonian result (6) if you assume (Figure 5) that transverse170

acceleration takes place only across a portion of the trajectory equal to twice the turning point and that171

this transverse acceleration is uniform downward and equal to the acceleration at the turning point.172

173

13.3 LIGHT DEFLECTION ACCORDING TO EINSTEIN AFTER 1915174

In from infinity, out to infinity175

Now we analyze the deflection of starlight by a center of attraction predicted176

by general relativity. Any incoming light with impact parameter |b| > bcritical177

does not cross the event horizon, but rather escapes to infinity (Figure 3 in178

Section 12.3). Figure 6 shows resulting rays from the star lying at map angleAnalysis of
large deflection

179

φ∞ = 0 with positive impact parameter b. This light approaches the black hole180
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FIGURE 4 The base of a stem wine glass has lensing properties similar to that of a
gravitational lens. The source of light, at the top left, is a candle. Tilting the wine glass
base at different angles with respect to the source produces multiple images similar
to those seen in gravitational mirages. The bottom right panel shows a double image
and the top right four images. The bottom left—looking down the optical axis of the
wine glass—shows an analogy to the full Einstein ring (Figure 12). Images courtesy
of Phil Marshall.

FIGURE 5 Figure for Query 1: Alternative derivation of Newtonian light deflection.
Dashed circle: outline of our Sun, with light ray skimming past its edge, so that its
turning point rtp equals the Sun’s radius rSun.

from a distant source, deflects near the black hole, then recedes from the black181

hole to be seen by a distant observer. The ray is symmetric on the two sides of182

the turning point, so the total change in direction along the ray is twice the183
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from distant star
turning point

rtp

to distant 
observer

b

b

θdefl

θdefl

FIGURE 6 Total deflection θdefl of a ray with impact parameter b that originates at a distant
star. This ray deflects near the center of attraction, then runs outward to a distant observer.
Deflection θdefl, is the change in direction of motion of the flash. As usual, the positive direction
of rotation is counterclockwise.

change in direction between the turning point and either the distant source or184

the distant observer.185

Reach back into Chapter 11 for the relevant equations. Start with186

equation (40) of Section 11.6, which applies to an observer after the turning187

point. In the present situation, the map angle of the distant star is φ∞ = 0,188

the observer is far from the center of attraction, so robs →∞, and from the189

definition of the deflection angle, φobs = π + θdefl. Substitute these into190

equation (40) of Section 11.6 to obtain:191

θdefl + π = 2

∫ ∞
rtp

b

r2

[
1− b2

r2

(
1− 2M

r

)]−1/2

dr (8)

The integrand in (8) is a function of b, and the lower integration limit is rtp.192

To remove these complications, make the substitution193

u ≡ rtp

r
so that dr = −rtp

u2
du (9)

where rtp and b are constants. The variable u has the value u = 0 at the194

distant star and the value u = 1 at the turning point. With substitutions (9),195

equation (8) becomes:196

θdefl + π =
2b

rtp

∫ 1

0

[
1−

(
b

rtp

)2

u2

(
1− 2Mu

rtp

)]−1/2

du (10)

Both b and rtp are parameters (constants) in the integrand of (10). Use197

equation (27) in Section 11.4 to convert rtp to b. Then b is the only parameter198
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FIGURE 7 Map deflection θdefl as a function of positive values of b from the numerical
integration of (10). The vertical scale is logarithmic, which allows display of both small and
large values of deflection.

in (10). Figure 7 plots results of a numerical integration for positive values of199

b. The magnitude of θdefl covers a wide range; the semi-log plot makes it easier200

to read both small and large values of this angle.201

Comment 1. Infinite deflection?202

Why does the total deflection in Figure 7 appear to increase without limit as the203

impact parameter b drops to a value close to five? In answer, look at Figure 1 in204

Section 11.2. When the impact parameter of an approaching ray takes on the205

value bcritical = 3(3)1/2 = 5.196, then the ray goes into a knife-edge orbit at206

r = 3M . In effect the deflection angle becomes infinite, which is consistent with207

the plot in Figure 7.208

13.4 LIGHT DEFLECTION THROUGH SMALL ANGLES209

Einstein’s prediction210

Equation (10) becomes much simpler when the deflection is very small, that is211

when rtp of the turning point is much larger than 2M . When a ray passes ourSimplification for
small deflection

212

Sun, for example, the r-value of its turning point must be greater than or213

equal to the Sun’s radius rSun if the ray is to make it past the Sun at all. Box214

1 approximates the deflection of a light ray with turning point rtp � 2M .215
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Box 1. Starlight Deflection: Small-Angle Approximation
We seek an approximate expression for deflection θdefl in
equation (10) when a ray passes sufficiently far from the
center of attraction to satisfy the condition:

2M

rtp
≡ ε� 1 (11)

Equation (7) reminds us that the maximum deflection by
our Sun is very small: εSun = 4.253 × 10−6 radian.
In the following we make repeated use of the first order
approximation inside the front cover. From (11) plus equation
(27) in Section 11.4 for the turning point,

b

rtp
=

(
1 −

2M

rtp

)−1/2

= (1 − ε)−1/2 ≈ 1 +
ε

2
(12)

Then approximate one expression in the integrand of (10) as:(
b

rtp

)2

u2

(
1 −

2Mu

rtp

)
(13)

≈
(

1 +
ε

2

)2
u2 (1 − uε)

≈ (1 + ε)u2(1 − uε)

≈ u2 + (1 − u)u2ε

At each step we neglect terms in ε2. With this substitution,
the square bracket expression in (10) becomes[

1 − u2 − (1 − u)u2ε
]−1/2

(14)

= (1 − u2)−1/2

[
1 −

(1 − u)

1 − u2
u2ε

]−1/2

= (1 − u2)−1/2

[
1 −

u2ε

1 + u

]−1/2

≈
1

(1 − u2)1/2

[
1 +

u2ε

2(1 + u)

]

The coefficient of the integral in (10) is 2b/rtp = 2 + ε

from (12). Combine this with the last line of (14) to find the
expressions that we want to integrate, again to first order in ε.

2 + ε

(1 − u2)1/2
+

u2ε

(1 + u)(1 − u2)1/2
(15)

From a table of integrals:∫ 1

0

du

(1 − u2)1/2
=
π

2
(16)

This occurs twice in (15), one integral multiplied by 2, the
other by ε. The integral of the second term in (15) becomes:∫ 1

0

u2du

(1 + u)(1 − u2)1/2
= 2 −

π

2
(17)

In (15) this is multiplied by ε. Combine the results of (15)
through (17) to write down the expression for θdefl in (10),
not forgetting the term π on the left side, which cancels an
equal term on the right side:

θdefl ≈ 2ε ≈
4M

rtp
� 1 (18)

where rtp is the turning point, the r-value of closest
approach. Equation (18) is Einstein’s general relativistic
prediction for deflection when (11) is satisfied. Section 13.2
showed that Soldner’s Newtonian analysis predicts a value of
the light deflection half as great as (18).

Important note: Our derivation of (18) assumes that the
deflecting structure is either (a) a point—or a spherically
symmetric object—with rtp ≥ the r-value of this structure,
or (b) a black hole approached by light with impact parameter
b/M � 1. It is not valid when the the light passes close to a
non-spherical body, like a galaxy.

From the result of Box 1 we predict that the largest deflection of starlightDeflection when
R�M

216

by the Sun occurs when the light ray skims past the edge of the Sun. From217

(18), this maximum deflection is:218

θdefl,max =
4M

rSun
= 8.49× 10−6 radian (19)

= 4.87× 10−4 degree

= 1.75 arcsecond

219

QUERY 2. Value of rtp/M for various deflections220
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Compute eight values of the turning point rtp, namely the four deflection angles of Items A through D221

below for each of two cases. Case I: The mass of a star like our Sun. Case II: The total mass of the222

visible stars in a galaxy, approximately 1011 Sun masses.223

A. θdefl ≈ one degree224

B. θdefl ≈ one arcsecond225

C. θdefl ≈ 10−3 arcsecond226

D. θdefl ≈ 10−6 arcsecond227

E. For Case I, compare the values of rtp with the r-value of the Sun.228

F. For Case II, compare the values of rtp with the r-value of a typical galaxy, 30 000 light years.229

G. Which cases can occur that lead to a deflection of one arcsecond? 10 arcseconds? Are these230

turning points inside the radius of a typical galaxy? If so, we cannot correctly use deflection231

equation (18), which was derived for either a point lens or for a turning point rtp outside a232

spherically symmetric lens.233

234

Starting with Section 13.6, the remainder of this chapter describes235

multiple uses of the single deflection equation (18) in astronomy, astrophysics,236

and cosmology. But first we take a detour to outline the profound revolution237

that Einstein’s prediction of the Sun’s deflection of starlight made in our238

understanding of spacetime geometry.239

13.5 DETOUR: EINSTEIN DISCOVERS SPACE CURVATURE240

Einstein discovers a factor of two and topples Euclid.241

Here we take a detour to show how Einstein, in effect, used an incompleteEinstein’s initial
error in light
deflection

242

version of the Schwarzschild metric to make an incorrect prediction of the243

Sun’s gravitational deflection of starlight, a prediction that he himself244

corrected before observation could prove him wrong. His original245

misconception was to pay attention to spacetime curvature embodied in the246

t-coordinate, but not to realize at first that the r-coordinate is also affected by247

spacetime curvature.248

In 1911, as he developed general relativity, Einstein predicted theGlobal
gravitational
potential

249

deflection of starlight that reaches us by passing close to the Sun. Einstein250

recognized that in Newtonian mechanics the expression −M/r is potential251

energy per unit mass, called the gravitational potential, symbolized by Φ.252

Einstein’s initial metric generalized the gravitational potential of Newton253

around a point mass M :254

Φ = −M
r

(Newton) (20)

Einstein’s 1911 analysis was equivalent to adopting a global metric that weEinstein initially
warped only
t-coordinate.

255

now recognize as incomplete:256
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dτ2 = (1 + 2Φ) dt2 − dr2 − r2dφ2 =

(
1− 2M

r

)
dt2 − ds2 (21)

(“half-way to Schwarzschild”)257

The r, φ part of metric (21) is flat, as witnessed by the Euclidean expression“Half way to
Schwarzschild”

258

ds2 = dr2 + r2dφ2. In contrast, the r-dependent coefficient of dt2 shows that259

the t-coordinate has a position-dependent warpage. Thus metric (21) is “half260

way to Schwarzschild,” even though in 1911 Einstein did not yet appreciate261

the centrality of the metric, and the derivation of the Schwarzschild metric was262

almost five years in the future.263

For light, set dτ = 0 in (21), which then predicts that the map speed of264

light decreases as it approaches the Sun:265 ∣∣∣∣dsdt
∣∣∣∣
light

=

(
1− 2M

r

)1/2

≈ 1− M

r
(M/r � 1) (Einstein 1911) (22)

Equation (22) reduces the problem of light deflection to the following266

exercise in geometric optics: “Light passes through a medium in which its267

speed varies with position according to equation (22). Use Fermat’s Principle268

to find a light ray that grazes the edge of the Sun as it travels between a269

distant source and a distant observer on opposite sides of the Sun.”270

Fermat’s Principle, derived from standard classical electromagneticFermat’s principle 271

theory of light, says that light moves along a trajectory that minimizes the272

total time of transit from source to observer. (This is classical physics, so space273

is flat, as (21) assumes.) Einstein used Fermat’s Principle—geometric optics274

plus equation (22)—to calculate a deflection, θdefl = 2M/rtp, equal to half of275

the observed value.276

In his initial prediction, however, Einstein failed to understand that277

gravity also curves the r, φ part of spacetime near a center of attraction. WeGravity also warps
r-coordinate.

278

can now see this initial error and correct it ourselves. The Schwarzschild279

metric (3.5) shows that the r, φ portion of the metric is not flat; the term dr2
280

in (21) should be dr2/(1− 2M/r). The difference arises from the contribution281

of the dr, dφ components to curvature.282

We can derive the radial component of map light velocity from the correct283

Schwarzschild metric:284 ∣∣∣∣drdt
∣∣∣∣
light

= 1− 2M

r
(radial motion, Schwarzschild) (23)

Compare the results of equations (22) and (23). Light that grazes the surfaceRadial motion of
light further slowed
by space curvature.

285

of the Sun in its trajectory between a distant star and our eye travels almost286

radially during its approach to and recession from the Sun. Fermat’s Principle287

still applies, but the angle of deflection predicted from the change in288

coordinate speed of light in (23) is twice that of the preliminary prediction289

derived from (22).290
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Einstein’s realization that the r, φ part of global coordinates must be291

curved, along with the t part, was a profound shift in understanding, fromProfound insight:
Space also curved

292

which his field equations emerged. Einstein’s doubled prediction of light293

deflection was tested by Eddington, and the currently-predicted value has294

since been validated to high accuracy.295

Radio astronomy, which uses radio waves instead of visible light, provides296

much more accurate results than the deflection of starlight observed by optical297

telescopes. Each October the Sun moves across the image of the quasar labeled298

3C279 seen from Earth. Radio astronomers use this so-called occultation to299

measure the change in direction of the signal as—from our viewpoint on300

Earth—the source approaches the Sun, crosses the edge of the Sun, and moves301

behind the Sun. They employ an experimental technique called very long302

baseline interferometry (VLBI) that effectively uses two or more widely303

separated antennas as if they were a single antenna. This wide separationMost accurate
deflection results
from radio astronomy

304

substantially increases the accuracy of observation. VLBI observations by E.305

Fomalont and collaborators measure a gravitational deflection to be a factor306

1.9998± 0.0006 times the Newtonian prediction, in agreement with general307

relativity’s prediction of 2 times the Newtonian result.308

Since 1919, the gravitational deflection of light has become a powerful309

observational tool, as described in the remainder of this chapter.310

PUTTING EINSTEIN TO THE TEST311

No matter how revolutionary it was, no matter how beautiful its312

structure, our guide had to be experimentation. Equipped with new313

measuring tools provided by the technological revolution of the last314

twenty-five years, we put Einstein’s theory to the test. What we found315

was that it bent and delayed light just right, it advanced Mercury’s316

perihelion at just the observed rate, it made the Earth and the Moon fall317

the same [toward the Sun], and it caused a binary system to lose energy318

to gravitational waves at precisely the right rate. What I find truly319

amazing is that this theory of general relativity, invented almost out of320

pure thought, guided only by the principle of equivalence and by321

Einstein’s imagination, not by need to account for experimental data,322

turned out in the end to be so right.323

—Clifford M. Will324

Galaxies are not generally spherically symmetric, and light that passesGalaxies
not spherically
symmetric.

325

through or close to a galaxy is not deflected according to Einstein’s result (18).326

Light that passes far from a galaxy is deflected by an amount that can be327

approximated by Einstein’s equation.328

13.6 GRAVITATIONAL MIRAGES329

Derive and apply the gravitational lens equation.330

So far this chapter has analyzed the deflection of a single ray of light by a331

point mass or a spherically symmetric center of attraction. But our view of theMany rays can
form an image.

332
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FIGURE 8 Prediction: A square array of distant light sources (upper left panel) is imaged
by a galaxy (upper right panel) acting as a gravitational lens. The result is a distorted image
of the square array (lower left panel). The lower right panel superposes gravitational lens and
distorted image of the square array. [EB will provide final figure.]

heavens is composed of many rays. Many rays from a single source—taken333

together—can form an image of that source. We now examine gravitational334

lensing, the imaging properties of a spherically symmetric center of attraction.335

We already know that a gravitational lens differs radically from a conventional336

focusing lens (Figure 3); this difference leads to a distorted image we call a337

gravitational mirage. Figure 8 previews the image of a square array of distantGravitational image:
always distorted.

338

sources produced by a galaxy that lies between those sources and us.339

β

M d ≈ rsrc

θdefl

rsrc
robs

rtp
yE

C

B

A

source

observer

incoming
light raydeflected 

light ray

θobs θsrc

FIGURE 9 Construction for derivation of the gravitational lens equation in Box 2. View is
far from a small deflecting mass M , so Euclidean geometry is valid. We assume that all angles
are small and light deflection takes place at the turning point, rtp �M . Not to scale.
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M

α

α

rsrcrobs

y

source

observer

turning point
at radius rtp

A

B

C

D F

E

θdefl

θobs

θobs

θobs

θsrc

FIGURE 10 Added construction for derivation of the gravitational lens equation in Box 2.
Not to scale.

Box 2. Gravitational Lens Equation
Here we derive the lens equation for a ray passing outside a
spherically symmetric center of attraction of massM . We put
into this equation the angle θobs at which the observer sees
the source in the presence of an intermediate gravitational
lens and it tells us the angle θsrc at which the observer would
see the source in the absence of that lens. The equation also
contains the radial coordinate separations robs and rsrc of
observer and source from the lens.

Use the notation and construction lines in Figures 9 and 10.
Assume that spacetime is flat enough so that we can use
Euclidean space geometry (except in the immediate vicinity
of the point mass M ), assume that deflection takes place
at the single turning point rtp, and finally assume that all
angles are extremely small. By “extremely small,” we mean,
for instance, that in Figure 9, β ≈ y/rsrc � 1. This means
that the Euclidean distance d has the value

d = rsrc cosβ ≈ rsrc(1 − β2/2) ≈ rsrc (24)

to first order in β. Similarly, we can approximate sin θsrc ≈
θsrc and sin θobs ≈ θobs. From triangle ABE in Figure 9

y = θsrc (robs + rsrc) (25)

From triangle CEM in that figure:

rtp = θobsrobs (26)

In both Figures 9 and 10, the radial separation between C
and M is rtp. In Figure 10, define CF as the coordinate
separation between C and F, and use (26):

y = rtp − CF = θobsrobs − αrsrc (27)

We need to find an expression for the angle α. From triangle
BCD in Figure 10 and the angles to the left of point C:

α = θdefl − θobs (28)

Equate the two expressions for y in (25) and (27) and
substitute for α from (28)

θsrc (rsrc + robs) = θobsrobs + (θobs − θdefl) rsrc (29)

From (18) and (26):

θdefl =
4M

robsθobs
(30)

Substitute (30) into (29) and solve for θsrc:

θsrc = θobs −
4Mrsrc

θobsrobs(rsrc + robs)
(lens equation)

(31)
This is called the lens equation for a point massM . The lens
equation takes a simple form when expressed in terms of the
Einstein angle θE defined in equation (33):

θsrc = θobs −
θ2
E

θobs
(lens equation) (32)

In geometrical optics, the lens equation predicts the path of every ray340

that passes through a lens. For a spherically symmetric center of341

attraction—note this restriction!—every single ray that forms a gravitational342

image obeys Einstein’s simple deflection equation (18). The present section343

uses this result to derive the gravitational lens equation. We assume thatGravitational
lens equation

344
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the observer is in flat interstellar space far from the lensing structure, so his345

frame is inertial. (An observer on Earth is sufficiently inertial for this purpose;346

Earth’s atmosphere distorts incoming starlight far more than does Earth’s347

gravitational deflection of light.)348

In practice, the source of light may be any radiant object, including all or349

part of a galaxy. So instead of “star” or “galaxy,” we simply call this emitting350

object the source (subscript: src). The purpose of the gravitational lensThe source 351

equation is to find the unknown (not measured) angle θsrc from the angle θobs352

at which the observer sees the source. Box 2 carries out this derivation.353

When the source is exactly behind the imaging center of attraction—in354

other words when y = 0 and θsrc = 0 in Figures 9 and 10—then the deflectionEinstein ring 355

is identical on all sides of the lens, so the observer’s image of the source is a356

ring, called the Einstein ring (lower left panel in Figure 4, Figures 11 and357

12). In this case the observation angle θobs takes the name Einstein ring358

angle, whose square is:359

θ2
E ≡

4Mrsrc

robs(rsrc + robs)
(Einstein ring angle) (33)

≡ 4GMkgrsrc

robsc2(rsrc + robs)
(Einstein ring angle, conventional units) (34)

where equation (34) employs conventional units. Definition (33) simplifies360

expression (31) for θsrc in Box 2, leading to (32).361

Objection 1. Whoa! The caption to Figure 12 claims that the farthest362

source galaxy lies 22 billion light years distant. How can this be? Isn’t the363

Universe less than 14 billion years old?364

Early in this book we emphasized that global coordinate separations have365

no dependable relation to measured quantities. Recall Section 2.7 and the366

sourceobserver

θE

M

FIGURE 11 When the source, lens, and observer line up, then the deflection angle is the
same on all sides of the lens, leading to the Einstein ring, whose observation angle θE is
given by equations (33) and (34). Note that fat rays deflect from one edge of the lens (solid
dots) and narrow rays from the other side (little open circles). Not to scale.
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FIGURE 12 Two concentric Einstein rings that arise from two distant galaxy sources
directly behind a foreground massive galaxy lens labeled SDSS J0946+1006. The horizontal
and vertical scales are marked in units of 1” = one arcsecond. Redshifts of light from the three
galaxies lead to the following estimates of their model distances from Earth: lens galaxy, 3.0
billion light years; nearest source galaxy, 7.4 billion light years; farthest source galaxy, 22 billion
light years.

incoming
light ray+

deflected 
light ray+

M rsrcrobs

rtp+
y

observer

source

θobs+

θdefl+

incoming
light ray

rtp

θdefl

θobs
deflected 
light ray

FIGURE 13 Two images of the star from (36). Not to scale.

First Strong Advice for this Entire Book (Section 5.6): “To be safe, it is best367

to assume that global coordinates never have any measurable meaning.368

Use global coordinates only with the metric in hand to convert a369

mapmaker’s fantasy into a surveyor’s reality.” Chapter 15 shows how a370

cosmic metric translates coordinate differences into observable quantities371

like redshift—and also into estimated “distances” that depend on a model,372

such as those quoted in the captions of Figures 12 and 14.373
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374

QUERY 3. Use Einstein ring angle to measure the mass of a lensing galaxy.375

A. Use the horizontal or vertical axis label in Figure 12 to make yourself a ruler in units of376

arcseconds. With this ruler measure the average angular radii of the two Einstein rings. From377

these average radii and the source and lens model distances given in the caption, calculate two378

independent estimates of the mass of the lensing galaxy in units of the mass of our Sun. Do the379

results agree to one significant figure?380

B. Why does the lens equation (18) work for these Einstein rings, despite the warnings at the end381

of Box 1 and in the final paragraph of Section 13.5 that Einstein’s deflection equation works382

only for a spherically symmetric lens? Does the image of the lensing structure in the center of383

Figure 12 give you a hint?384

C. Figure 12 demonstrates that the Einstein ring angle θE created by a galaxy lens is observable385

with modern technology, as Zwicky predicted in 1937 (Section 13.1). In contrast, the Einstein386

ring angle for a star lens is too small to observe, as Einstein predicted in 1936. To demonstrate387

this, calculate the Einstein ring angle lensed by a star with the mass of our Sun located at the388

center of our galaxy 26 000 light years distant, with the source twice as far away. Order of389

magnitude result: θE ∼ 10−3 arcsecond. Give your answer to one significant digit. [My answer:390

7.2× 10−4.] Would you expect to see this image as an Einstein ring, given the resolution of391

Figure 12? 392

393

Equation (32) leads to the following quadratic equation in θobs:394

θ2
obs − θsrcθobs − θ2

E = 0 (35)

This equation has two solutions which correspond to two images of the sourceTwo images 395

in the x, y plane of Figure 13:396

θobs± =
θsrc

2
± 1

2

(
θ2

src + 4θ2
E

)1/2
(36)

397

QUERY 4. Use double images to measure lensing galaxy mass. Estimate of the mass of the398

gravitational lens in Figure 14, as follows:399

A. Measure the angular separation |θobs+ − θobs−| of the two images in arcseconds.400

B. Measure the angular separation |θobs−| of the lensing galaxy and the quasar image closest to it401

in arcseconds.402

C. Use equation (36) to determine the separate values of θsrc and θE.403

D. From your value of θE and model distances given in the caption of Figure 14, deduce the mass of404

the lensing galaxy in units of solar mass to one significant figure. Compare this result with the405

mass of the lensing galaxy in the system SDSS J0946+1006 of Figure 12 that you calculated in406

Query 3. 407

Note: The mass found here is only approximate, because the lens is not spherically symmetric.408

More complex modeling finds a lens mass (3.9± 1.2)× 1014MSun (Kundić et al in the references).409
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410

Comment 2. Local time delay between images411

Light from the separate images in Figure 14 travel along different paths in global412

coordinates between source and observer, as shown in Figure 13. If the intensity413

of the source changes, that change reaches the observer with different local time414

delays in the two images. Kundić et al (see the references) measured the local415

time delay between the images in Figure 14 and found it to be 417 ±3 days:416

more than one Earth-year. This difference in locally-measured time delay seems417

large, but is a tiny fraction of the total lapse of global t along either path from that418

distant source to us.419

Gravitational lensing by galaxies provides some of the strongest evidence420

for the existence and importance of dark matter. Galaxy masses obtained byGravitational lensing
detects dark matter.

421

gravitational lensing are much larger than the combined mass of all the visible422

stars in the measured galaxies. Most of the matter in the Universe is not atoms423

but a mysterious form called dark matter. Chapter 15 discusses the424

cosmological implications of this result. That chapter also examines, in425

FIGURE 14 Double image from microwave observations of the distant quasar imaged
by a foreground lensing structure—Figure 13 and equation (36). This is the first gravitationally
lensed object, called QSO 0957+561A/B, observed in 1979 by Walsh, Carswell, and Weymann.
The small patch above the lower image is the lensing galaxy. Redshifts of light from the distant
quasar and the lensing galaxy lead to the following estimates of their model distances from
Earth: lens galaxy, 4.6 billion light years; quasar source, 14.0 billion light years. The two images
of the distant quasar are not collinear with that of the lens, which demonstrates that the lens is
not spherically symmetric, as our analysis assumes.
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addition to matter, the presence and importance of the mass-equivalent of426

light, neutrinos, and a larger and still more mysterious contribution called427

dark energy.428

13.7 MICROLENSING429

The image brightens, then dims again.430

Suppose that our detector—telescope, microwave dish, X-ray imaging satellite,Microlensing:
when images
cannot be resolved

431

or some other—cannot resolve the separate images of a distant star caused by432

an intermediate gravitational lens. Einstein warned us about this in 1936433

(Section 13.1). In this case we see only one image of the source. Nevertheless,434

the intermediate lens directs more light into our telescope than would435

otherwise arrive from the distant source. We call this increase of lightInstead, detect
increased brightness
of the single image.

436

microlensing. How can we use that increased amount of light to learn about437

the lensing structure that lies between the source and us? We begin with a438

necessary set of definitions.439

DEFINITION 1. Solid angle440

To measure star patterns in the night sky—whether detected by visible441

light, microwaves, infrared, ultraviolet, X-rays, or gamma442

rays—astronomers record the angle between any given pair of images.443

For astronomers, angle is the only dependable geometric measure ofSolid angle 444

the heavens. The cross-hatched region of a distant source in Figure 15445

has a length and width both measured in angle. We call the resulting446

measure solid angle. Solid angle is angular area, measured in square447

arcseconds or square radians (square radians has the technical name448

steradians). In the following we derive the ratio of solid angles, defined449

as magnification.450

telescope

image of
distant patch

image of
distant source

patch on 
distant source

distant source

focal 
plane

aperture area A

solid angle of
distant patch

FIGURE 15 Figure for Definition 2 of Intensity, Flux, and Magnification.
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DEFINITION 2. Intensity, Flux, and Magnification451

Figure 15 helps to define intensity, flux, and magnification. We impose452

two conditions on these definitions: (1) The definitions must describe453

light from the source and not the instrument we use to measure it. (2)454

The distant object being observed is not a point source, so we can455

speak of a patch of solid angle on that source.456

A camera attached to a telescope of aperture area A (Figure 15)457

displays the image of a patch with a given solid angle on the sky, say the458

portion of a distant galaxy. The intensity I of the light is defined as:Intensity 459

I ≡ total energy of light from patch recorded by camera

local time× aperture A× solid angle of patch in the sky
(37)

The flux F of the source is the total energy striking the camera plane460

from the entire source per unit local time and per aperture area A :Flux 461

Flux ≡ F =

∫
over source

(Intensity)d(solid angle of source) (38)

Now place a gravitational lens between source and detector. The image462

in the focal plane will be changed in size and also distorted. However, its463

intensity is not changed. Example for a conventional lens: Hold a464

magnifying lens over a newspaper. The lens directs more light into your465

eye; the flux increases. However, the area of the newspaper image on466

your retina increases by the same ratio. Result: The newspaper does not467

look brighter; you see its intensity as the same. However, a larger image468

with the same intensity means more flux, more energy, in the same ratio469

as solid angles, namely magnification. So magnification is equal to the470

ratio of fluxes, even when your detector cannot resolve the larger image.471

The result for a magnifying lens is also the result for a gravitational lens:472

the flux increases in proportion to the magnification.Magnification 473

Magnification ≡ (solid angle with gravitational lens)

(solid angle without gravitational lens)
(39)

=
F (with gravitational lens)

F (without gravitational lens)
(40)

Figure 16 and Box 3 derive the magnification of a point gravitational lens.474

Astronomers use microlensing to detect the presence and estimate theUse microlensing
to detect and study
invisible lensing
structure.

475

mass of an intermediate lensing object, for example a star that is too dim for476

us to see directly.477

Objection 2. Wait a minute! When we see a distant source, it is just a478

source like any other. How can we tell whether or not the flux from this479
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with center of attractionobserver screenscreen

Δα

observer without center of attraction screenscreen

Δαθsrc   sin θsrc

Δα  sin θsrc
Δθsrc

Δθsrc

θobs
sin θobs

Δα sin θobs
Δθobs  Δθobs solid angle 

solid angle 

FIGURE 16 Magnification of the image of an extended source by a center of attraction
acting as a gravitational lens. A patch on the source is the cross-hatched solid angle at the right
of the lower panel; the corresponding patch on the image is the cross-hatched solid angle at the
right of the upper panel. The magnification is the ratio of the upper to the lower cross-hatched
solid angles. Box 3 employs this figure to derive the magnification of a gravitational lens.

Box 3. Image Magnification
Figure 16 shows cross-hatched solid angles whose ratio
defines the magnification of an extended source by a
gravitational lens. Magnification is defined as the ratio of the
cross-hatched solid angle patch in the upper panel (with the
center of attraction present) to the cross-hatched solid angle
patch in the lower panel (with no center of attraction present).

To find this ratio, pick a wedge of small angle ∆α, the same
for both panels. The radius of the cross-hatched solid angle
for each wedge is proportional to sin θobs in the upper panel
and sin θsrc in the lower panel. The angular spread in each
case is ∆α times the sine factor.

Then the magnification, equal to the ratio of solid angles with
and without the center of attraction, becomes:

Mag =

∣∣∣∣ sin θobs∆θobs

sin θsrc∆θsrc

∣∣∣∣ ≈ ∣∣∣∣ θobsdθobs

θsrcdθsrc

∣∣∣∣ (41)

where we add absolute magnitude signs to ensure that the
ratio of solid angles is positive. In the last step of (41) we
assume that observation angles are small, so that sin θ ≈ θ

and ∆θ ≈ dθ. Now into (41) substitute dθsrc from the
differential of both sides of (32), with θE a constant:

dθsrc = dθobs +
θ2
E

θ2
obs

dθobs (42)

Equation (41) becomes

Mag =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
θobsdθobs(

θobs −
θ2
E

θobs

)(
1 +

θ2
E

θ2
obs

)
dθobs

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
=

∣∣∣∣∣∣
(

1 −
θ2
E

θ2
obs

)−1(
1 +

θ2
E

θ2
obs

)−1
∣∣∣∣∣∣ (43)

So finally,

Mag =

∣∣∣∣∣1 −
θ4
E

θ4
obs

∣∣∣∣∣
−1

(44)

source has already been increased by an intermediate gravitational lens?480

For example, it might just be a brighter star.481
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Good point. For a static image—one that does not change as we watch482

it—we cannot tell whether or not an intermediate lens has already483

changed the flux. However, if the source and lensing object move with484

respect to one another—which is the usual case—then the total flux485

changes with local time, growing to a maximum as source and gravitational486

lens line up with one another, then decreasing as this alignment passes.487

Figure 17 displays a theoretical family of such curves and Figure 18 shows488

the result of an observation.489

Figure 13 shows that the observer receives two images of the source. Even490

though we cannot currently resolve these two images in microlensing, the total491

flux received is proportional to the summed magnification of both images:492

Magtotal = Mag (θobs+) + Mag (θobs−) ≡ Mag+ + Mag− (45)

where (36) gives θobs±.Total magnification
equals increased flux.

493

Now we descend into an algebra orgy: Divide both sides of (36) by θE and494

substitute q ≡ θsrc/θE. Insert the results into (44). The expression for the495

separate magnifications M+ and M− of the two images become:496

Mag± =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 + 2q2 +

q4

2
± q

2

(
q2 + 2

) (
q2 + 4

)1/2
2q2 +

q4

2
± q

2

(
q2 + 2

) (
q2 + 4

)1/2
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ where q =

θsrc

θE
(46)

Substitute this result into (45) to find the expression for total magnification.497

Magtotal =
q2 + 2

q (q2 + 4)
1/2

where q =
θsrc

θE
(47)

Comment 3. Variation of Magtotal with q498

It may not be obvious that smaller q results in larger total magnification.499

Convince yourself of this by taking the derivative of (47) with respect to q or by500

plotting its right hand side.501

The maximum magnification—the maximum brightness of the microlensed502

background source—occurs for the minimum value of q:503

Magtotal,max =
q2
min + 2

qmin (q2
min + 4)

1/2
where qmin =

θsrc,min

θE
(48)

What does the observer see as a the source passes behind the lens? To504

answer this question, give the source angle a time derivative in equation (47):505

q =
θ̇src

θE
(t− t0) (49)

The symbol θ̇src is the angular velocity of the moving source seen by the506

observer—called its proper motion by astronomers—and t0 is the observedProper motion 507
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FIGURE 17 Log of total magnification Magtotal (vertical axis) due to microlensing as the
source moves past the deflecting mass, with t0 a normalizing local time of minimum separation.
Different curves, from top to bottom, are for the 12 values qmin = 0.1, 0.2 . . . 1.1, 1.2 in equation
(47), respectively. From a paper by Paczynski, see the references.

time at which the source is at the minimum angular separation θsrc,min.508

Substitute (49) into the definition of q in (47) to predict the local time509

dependence of the apparent brightness of the star. Figure 17 shows the510

resulting predicted set of light curves for different values of qmin = θsrc,min/θE.511

Comment 4. Gravitational lenses are achromatic.512

Equations of motion for light around black holes are exactly the same for light of“Achromatic”
gravitational lens

513

every wavelength. Technical term for any lens with this property: achromatic.514

Gravitational lenses often distort images terribly, but they do not change the515

color of the source, even when “color” refers to microwaves or gamma rays. The516

achromatic nature of a gravitational lens can be important when an observer tries517

to distinguish between increased light from a source due to microlensing and518

increased light due to the source itself changing brightness. A star, for example,519

can increase its light output as a result of a variety of internal processes, which520

most often changes its spectrum in some way. In contrast, the increased flux of521

light from the star due to microlensing does not change the spectrum of that522

light. Therefore any observed change in flux of a source without change in its523

spectrum is one piece of evidence that the source is being microlensed.524

Figure 18 shows a microlensing curve for an event labeled OGLEPredicted microlensing
curve observed

525

2005-BLG-390. The shape of the observed magnification curve closely follows526

the predicted curves of Figure 17 when converted to a linear scale.527

What can we learn from an observation such as that reported in Figure528

18? In Query 5 you explore two examples.529

530

QUERY 5. Results from Figure 18531

A. From the value of the magnification in Figure 18, find the value of qmin.532
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B. Measure the observed time between half-maximum magnifications in Figure 18; call this533

2(t1/2 − t0). The horizontal axis in Figure 17 expresses this observed time as a function of534

θ̇(t− t0)/θsrc,min. (Careful: this is a semi-log plot.) From these two results calculate the value of535

the quantity θ̇/θsrc,min.536

537

The tiny spike on the right side of the curve in Figure 18—magnified inExoplanet detected 538

the inset labeled “planetary deviation”—shows another major use of539

microlensing: to detect a planet orbiting the lensing object. The term for a540

planet around a star other than our Sun is extra-solar planet or exoplanet.541

The presence of a short-duration, high-magnification achromatic spike in a542

long microlensing event is evidence for an exoplanet, which causes additionalHow exoplanet
detection is possible.

543

deflection and magnification of one of the two images. This additional544

magnification results from the small value of q in equation (48) and has much545

shorter duration θsrc,min/θ̇src than that due to the primary lens star because546

the minimum separation between the exoplanet and light ray is very small, as547

shown in the middle panel of Figure 19.548

Comment 5. Shape of the exoplanet curve549

The faint background curve in the “Planetary deviation” inset of Figure 18 has550

the shape similar to curves in Figure 17 predicted for a static point-mass planet.551
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FIGURE 18 Microlensing image with the code name OGLE 2005-BLG-390. The lens is
a dwarf star, a small relatively cool star of approximately 0.2 solar mass. Observed time along
the horizontal axis shows that the variation of intensity can take place over days or weeks. The
abbreviation UT in the horizontal axis label means “universal time,” which allows astronomical
measurements to be coordinated, whatever the local time zone of the observer. The inset
labeled “planetary deviation” detects a planet of approximately 5.5 Earth masses orbiting the
lens star.
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FIGURE 19 Schematic diagram of the passage of the source behind the lensing star with
an exoplanet that leads to the small spike in the local time-dependent flux diagram of Figure
18. Observer time increases from bottom to top. The bottom panel displays the alignment at
local time t − t0 = 0 (Figure 17), when the source is directly behind the lens, which results
in maximum flux from the source at the observer. The middle panel shows the alignment that
leads to the maximum of the little spike in Figure 18. Figure not to scale.

Question: Why does the shape of exoplanet-induced magnification curve differ552

from this prediction (as hinted by the phrase “planetary deviation”)? Answer:553

Because the planet moves slightly around its mother star during the microlensing554

event, so θ̇ is not constant.555

Analysis of the exoplanet spike on a microlensing flux curve is just one of556

several methods used to detect exoplanets; we do not describe other methods557

here.558
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